We are happy to announce the 10th International Colloquium of the Societas Celto-Slavica, (http://societas-celto-slavica.co.uk) which will take place at the University of Szczecin (Poland), from September 24-25, 2020. Since we will be celebrating the 10th anniversary of the Society as well as the 10th anniversary of Celtic studies at the host university, the leitmotif of the conference is “Highlights in Celtic and Slavic: Comparanda and Inspirations”. An online book of abstracts of the 10th Celto-Slavica as well as conference proceedings will be published.

One evening we will see the celebration of joint readings of Irish-language and Welsh-language literature directly translated into Polish by staff members and students. As usual, the participants will be given an opportunity to go on an excursion and/or attend the conference dinner. Further details will follow.

The city of Szczecin lies at the mouth of the Odra river, in the north-west of Poland, and is easily accessible via the airports of Berlin and Goleniów/Szczecin. A shuttle service connects the airports with the city centre.
CALL FOR PAPERS

The Celtic Cultures and Languages team at the University of Szczecin and Societas Celto-Slavica invites papers on links between Celtic and Slavic cultures, literatures and languages. Abstract of the papers, in pdf and not exceeding one page, should be sent to the Organising Secretary (sylwester.jaworski@usz.edu.pl) by January 15, 2020. All abstracts will be peer-reviewed and notes of acceptance will be sent to the participants by April 15, 2020.

Confirmed keynote speakers:
Prof. Séamus MacMathúna
Prof. John Koch
Prof. Sabine Asmus
Dr Aled Llion Jones

Chief Organiser: Prof. Sabine Asmus
Organising Secretary: Dr hab. Sylwester Jaworski
Committee members: Dr Maxim Fomin
Dr Elena Parina
Dr hab. Katarzyna Jaworska-Biskup
Dr Monika Skorasińska